Mean the'structural analysis 'of that surface utterance in Central that is evident from intonation, external sandhi, and sentence adverbial particle choice and placement. Particularly in narrative, units of rhetorical structure often set the boundaries within which switch reference operates, even when they are at variance with inflectionally defined units like clause and sentence.
In § 1 I take no switch reference as1it reflects the inflectional system, and in § 2, as it reflects rhetorical structure.
ConcluSions are presented in § 3. '
.
My discussion here is confined to Central Yup'ik, an Eskimo language of the , ,yupik branch spoken in Southwest Alaska between Norton Sound in the north, and the Alaska Peninsula in the scmth. Before considering uses of switch reference devices, it will be useful to survey the categories signalled or implied by the system of inflection.
This 4011 further serve to provide a basis for understanding the overt syntax, of example'sentences.
1.1.
The s stem of inflection.
Every noun ending contains marking for singular (s), "plural (o), or dual (d)
number, as well as for case. There are two purely syntadtic cases, the absolutive (AB),which marks intransitive subject (S) and transitive object (0), and the relative (R(.), which marks transitive subject (A) (i.e., the case func4ion more generally krown as erqative), and possessor. The fivie ruaaining cases are oblique, with primarily adverbial meaning: modafis (M0) 'from...; about...'; some patients of verbal action; terminalis (TM) 'to, toward...'; localis (LC) 'in, at, on...'; vialis (VL1 'across, Via, using.'..'; and egualis (EQ) 'like,..'. In abbreviations, case.precedes number, e.g., ABp 'absolutive plural', EQd 'egualis dual'.
When a nouns is possessed, Its ending cross-references the person and number .
of the possessor; the possessor may or may not be present as an independent noun phrase:
wag. 'kayak-ABs', cepa 'his-kayak-ABs ', angutem gayaa 'man's -Rts his-. kayak-ABs 4 the man's Cayak-ABs'. The per;ons are (plain) third (3), reflexive third (3R), first (1), and second (2), and all occur as singular, plural, or dual.
Examples: vial :his-kayaks', with plain third person singular possessor, absolutive plural poSsessum, abbreviated AB(3s-p); gayartek the-two's-own-kayak', with In (3), the conditional clause S 3R because it is coreferent with the indicative. clause S; in (4). the contemporative 1 clause S is pOin third person because it is not coreferent with the indicative clause S; in (5),'the consequential ead'se 0 As 3R because it is coreferent with the indicative clause S; in (6), the consequential clause A is 3R because it is coreferential with the indicative clause A; in (7), Ehe conditional clause A and 0 are both 3 because neither i.;
.".coreferential with thoindicative clause S. In these examples, the controlling clauses are all indicative mood, though othAs, includingnon-independent moods, can serve this function.
The 3R vs. 3 person opposition works the same way in the appositional Snood, but because that mood is also a switch-reference device of sorts, the two interact.
The appositional mood, unlike the 3R vs. 3 person opposition, is a restrictive switch reference mechanism, and can only he used if its subject, and the subject of tHe controlling clause, are coreferential.' If the subjects are not coreferential,
an Entirely different construction most be used; because there is no construction/ which has all the syntactic and semantic effects of the appositional--a loose . In (8) The notion of 'controlling clause' used so far to this discussion of the appositional mood is tried by utterances such as: reference devices together serve to maintain a particular referent as subject from clause to clause, but that is all. that the inflectional system really does in these appositional' chain constructions It the clause and sentence level.
Because these constructions lack a main clause in an independent or participial mood, .they are not sentences, as the term is defincd inflectionally. In short, aside from switch reference, they are syntpctically unshaped by the inflectional I sysitem.
As it happens, appositional chain constructions are a mainstay of Yup'ik narrative; they figure prominently in the Acussion in § 2.
In summary, then, (1-9) illustrate ideal cases of switch reference, where it is wholly dependent on inflectionally signalled or implied notions like clause, sentet :E., subject, and transitivity; (11) shows a construction where this inflectional analySis is less certain.
2.
Switch reference and rhetorical structure.
In addition to inflectionally signalled units such,as clause and sentence, switch reference in Central Yup'ik is bounded by units of rhetorical structure, °-') that is a hierarchy of structural units in the surface utterance evident from
. Hymes 1977 , 1980 , Bright 1979McLendon 1931 , Sherzer 1981 as a sampfle), g which argues that narrative performance is best rendered in a kind of ifne, verse, and stanza poetic" or dramatic format, providing more powerful liteiry effect, more faithful translations, and better insight into meaningfutructural p terns ailliediscouAv level.
In applying this to Central Yup'4(, 1 have attempted to
give structural defirritiuns for such units as they occur in the language, and to identify their functions in both discourse and syntax (Woo" Oury 1980) . Here, I outline the system in Central Yupiik, and then show how its units constrain the domain in which the 3R vs. 3 person opbosition and the appositional mood operate.
2.1.
The system of rhetorical structure. Table 1 shows the units of rhetorical structure, from the smallest to the t greatest. These units are illustrated in the opening several sections of a ..narratIve test in the appendix. The reader will find it helpful to continue to refer to that text for concrete illustration of what follows.
Most important for our purposes here are lines, and groups (of lines).
Lines are made up of one or more minimal intonation units:'which in turn are made up of one word, or of several words joined by sandhi. A minimal intonation unit has one of four basic intonation contours, shown in Table 2 .
the'Hooper Bay-Chevdk dialect of Central Yup'ik with which I worked, the basic pattern for all four contours is a falling pitch up to and including the first stressed. syllable, and a slight step-rise at each stressed syllable there-, after (though sometimes pitch holds steady rather than rises). After the last stressed syllable, the two lead-in contours preserve or raise pitch, but may lower it again slightly in the final syllable; the two core contours show an abrupt Consists of one or more lines, with characteristic internal sequencing of basic intonation contours (see (12)). Paused between groups tend to be longer than, pauses between lines, First word of a group usually followed by enclitits, and is often a sentence adverbial particle.
Section.
Consists of one or more groups, bounded by long pauses And tending to end with short groups with 13°_. contour (see Table 2 ). Felt to have unity of content by speakers. nation units are common; four or five are rare. Lest this seem too formal and arbitrary, note that the order reflects a successive lowering in pitch, and, for attenuated versions, a decayiin articulatory.energy; it is an attempt to Make specific a set of general pfocesses of downdrift, and it probably errs most In recognizing fourstages along this path,, rather than a continuum.
Groups .also conform to the formula for intonation contour sequence in (12).
Each line is considered as having the contour of its last minimal intonation group, thus, an A+B line is reckoned to be B, a El+B' line Is reckoned to be Bo, and so on. In a simple group, the succession of lines follows the formula above.
In a complex group, however, one simply marks off subgroups where ever a violation occurs.
Thus in the text in the appendix, group 4 is divided into three subgroups group 1 has mwethere is...', group 3 has =gguc, 'it 'Is said', group 4 has the sentence adverbial particle taw' then' initially and u §guq after the second word, group.5 has the sentence adverbial particle cuna=gguq 'so it happened' (=gguq. lexicalized here) plus =am 'indeed' and taw', and group 6 has the sentence adverbial particle kiitawani=gguq 'so in the course of time'.(=gguq 'lexicalized here too) plus taw'subgroup.4b has taw', subgroup 4c has =ggug, =am, 'and taw','with taw' following the second word as well, and subgroup 6b has taw'; line 3 of group 2 has =11u 'and' and =gguq, and line 2 of group 6 has taw'. .
The degree to which intonationally identifiable units of rhetorical structure coincide with the placement" of enclitics and-sentence adVerbJal particles lends considerable strength to the claim that a system of rhetorical structure such as 'has been described here actually exists An the language..
What 'are the functions of rhetorical structure in Central Yup'ik?
Semantically--and.. this is very rough--the lead-in seems to set the stage, while the core contains the main body of the message. Attenuated contours often con- The analysis of rhetorical structure given here is actually the skeleton of the system, that is to say,, an analysis of rhetorical structure with'respect only to the function of .creating units in discourse. There are also intonation contours and seenceadverbialliarticles which signal affective meaning. Affective intone-' tion contours make up a large, compliCated, and seemingly open-ended class, and can be thought of as superimposed on the skeletal system of basic intonation
contours. An example is line 3 of group 6 in the appendix,. marked Aaff. According to Leo Moses, the son of the storyteller, this contour means that the narratdr has entered the mind of .his character through the power of his empathy for him; I find.an element of sadness and pity to it,.as well. This contour is characterized by a high falling pitch' extending to the last stressed syllable. Bounding of switch reference devices by nits of rhetorl cal structure.
We'Saw in i 1 that in the terms of . the system of inflection, a (major) sentence is defined around an independent or participial mood main clause. We saW there too that chains of appositional rapod clauses maintaining a particular refer- throughout, as (11)\does; there are cases--.to be discussed in detail.befOw--where.contiguous appTitional mood clauses have different rather than same subjects.
From th4 point of vieWof the system of inflection, the best we can do it to Tay 9., '13 that the sentences in IT passage are the two main clauses And their dependencies, and then a series of appositional chains of from one to several clauses shaping the same subject.
-1?
If one takes rhetorical structure into account, switche's in.subject from one \ J appositional mood clause to \pother are predictable. The rule is:
13
The subject of an a0ositional clause must be coreferentwith the subject of a controlling. clause or of the other appositional clauses in its own simple group or subgroup.
4'
This is toolsay, then, that there is no requirement for the subject of an appositional clause to be coreferent with the subject of any clause outside,itsowo simple group, or subgroup. Notice that in intonational terms, this simply means that when the contour sequence A before Ao before B before Bo from one line to.
the next_is broken--that is, when a down -drifting pattern from one line'to, another is interrupted--coreference is no longer required. devices, and (the peop1.1 ,f) IA' village as subject. They are maintained as subject in the two apposiLlcal clauses at the beginning of group 2; from the point oview of the system of inflection, there is absolutely no reason why they ' should not be considered to be a continuation of the sentence begun in group 1, in apposition totlhe main clause there. In lines3-4 of group12, there is a new appositional clauseketh a new subject, the great hunter. This appears to violate (13) because group 2 it a simplex group; I will return to this below. In group 3 two concessive mood clauses are each subordinate to the appositional mood clause uinge4kayuuniku taum nukalOarata 'their great hunter didn't permit her to marry'.
Because neither hAs the great hunter as either A or 0,.the two concessive clauses have no 3R person cPoss-referenCes, but taund...panini ithat:daughter of his' has a.3R person possAPessor, because the great hunter is the A of the appositional mood controlling clause. As a whale, it con be seen that group 3 maintains ehe subject established in lines 3-4 of/group 2. Group 4introduces a new subject in the appositional clause making up lines 1-2, i.e., making up subgroup4a.
The appositional clause which makes up subgroup 4b introduces yet another subject,.
the intended husband. 4c reintroduces the father as subject, and the plain third 'person A and 0 of the concessive clause nulirrniangraaku 'even though he asked 19 for her hand' show that it is controlled by thefollowing appositional mood clause.
Group 4 is especially interelting in that it has three lone appositional clauses, each of which introduces a nevi subject, and constitutes a subgroup. Notice that there can bq)no notion of controlling clause for the appositiyal mood and the 3R vs. 3 person opposition there. Group 5 is another single appositional clause introducing a new subject. Subgroup 6a is a classic major sentence, with an appositional clause whose subject--the father--is coreferential with the subject ti of.the controlliAg main'clause in.the indicative. The appositional mood clause uingyugpegnan' -taw' 'she did not want to get a husband' in subgroup 6b has two 'consequential mood clauses subordinated to it. One of these,' nengagercam' -\ t 'because she was in seclusion', is in.the same subgroup, and the other, taun' uikani -pintupkenrilatgu.'because they aid not approve of her intended husband',I
is in another subgroup.
In thestoblique mood'clauses, the 3R vs. 3 perioh dis\ ginction is.thereiohelble to mark coreference with the subject of the controllihg .clause Whether it is inside,or outside the same subgroup.
Returning to the anomaly in group 2, the solution that suipests itself is to \ consider the first two lines as a subgroup 2a, and the second two as a subgroup 4
This is suppOrted by the occurrence of the enclitics =11u-'and' And =2guq.
. .
'it is'aid' after the first word of the third line. The fact that the second . and third lines both have lead-in contours weakens the hypothesis that subgroup nbcUndaries are marked by violations of the contour sequencein (12); on the Other. hand, the situation would be more grave if Lint 2 were a lead-in but line. [In this story, t ro, disguised as.an old,woman, and.his companions, approach ef;
the communal house an alien village, where tpal hero's younger brother is being tortured for public amusement. voice changes to ordinary narrative voice; glitude returns from rnzzoforte to mezzopiano; and pitch drops from the higher register.to the lower.
A final observation should be made. The rule in (13) and the discussion of (14) claim that, the operation of switch reference devicestn the appositional mood is in part dependent on rhetorical structure. It would not be possible to , turn this around,.and say that chains of coreferent appositional mood clauses define new discourse units each time they switch subjects, and that intonation, sentence adverbial particle and enclitic placement then folloW suit. This is because not all rhetorical structure boudaries occur at switche5 of subject, 4s
we.have seen. Moreover, the mere fact of a switch gives no clue to just which intonation contour sequence will occur.
3.
Conclusions.
We have seen'that switch reference in Central Yup'ik is in part dependent on the syntactic analysis presented by the system of inflection, and in part ' dependent on that presented by the system of rhetorical structure. Neither system's syntactic b.palysis can be fully predicted from the othe(s. But it may legitimately ..
be asked whether y analysis is overly preoccupied with the interplay of two I formal-functional systems, and whether in fact both the inflectional system 4nd the system of rhetorical structure might be the overt marks of a more abstract notion of the sentence as a discourse unit. .steers one away from di §tinguishing'ihe kisnds of meanings and functions that the language handles with its inflectional kystem, vs. the kinds, ithandles with its system of intonation, sentence, adverbial particlest and enclitics. Cross-linguistic generalizations on this, point would, be extremely valuable if found, because they.
would point to non-arbitrariness in the pairing of form and functibn in language.
On,a purely descriptive level, I think that a reduction of the two systems relative to the function of marking off discourse units coUld obscure certain interesting phenomena:
why; for example, is the consequentiO mood clause in subgroup 6c accorded its own subgroup, and how is that to be differentiated from oblique mood clauses occurring In the same subgroup (qr simple group) as the clauses they modify?
Figally, It is interesting to reconsider the sense in which switch reference that is entirtly determined by the system of inflection is 'ideal" switch refer -, 2 encelas discussed in §1 (1978, 1980) , and the National Science Foundation (1980) .
I alone am to be held accountable for claims made here, and for all.
errors of fact and interpretation which may exist here.
1
There is also a substantial body of counterexamples involving differing inter-.
pretations of coreference and of the notion of subject (e.g., underlying subject vs. surface subject Vs. true semantic agent), among others.
2
Central Yup'ik data come from narrative and conversational texts I recorded in Chevak, Alaska in 1978 and 1980 , where the Hooper Bay-Chevak dialect, one of four Central Yup'ik dialects, is spoken. Transcription is in the standard Central Yup'ik orthography described in Reed et al. 1977 and Mather. 1979 Many of the counterexamples mentioned n footnote.l, as well as certain peculiar usages, can be seen as functionally motivated by pressure to employ the appositional mood when its coreference conditions are not met. At far right, intonation contour type (see Table 2 ) is given for each line, and above each line, actuil intonation contours are traced, with a vertical line marking off each minimal intonation unit.(see Table 1 ). 
.A+A 
B° ( 1) (2), A
A+A° ( 1 taun'
-uikaq--uikani.
(1) There was a village (of people) and they ftayed on ariver bank.
They were a village they had a great hunter'
and their great hunter had a daughter. said--was not approved by them. .3 5
